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INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE ADVERTISING
Mobile as a device is ever present in our lives - it reaches
consumers at multiple touchpoints throughout their
daily routine. Currently in New Zealand Mobile usage
reflects over 60% of all searches and is growing
exponentially each year*.
Mobile as a channel has the reach and personal touch
points across a consumer’s day in real time that make it
the most complementary medium to any other channel.
As a definition for the purposes of our Playbook, Mobile
can be any Smartphone or tablet device.
Mobile offers so many opportunities for brands to talk to
an engaged audience when they are most receptive and
in their personal moments. The Mobile is a consumer’s
constant companion, used throughout the day for
everything from checking Social media, streaming video,
getting the latest breaking news to researching a car,

OBJECTIVE

DEFINITION

To reach and engage consumers at
multiple touch points in their daily
life, which in turn can be
throughout their journey in the
sales funnel.

The distinction between Mobile ads and
standards ads stems from it being an
individual portable device. Mobile is the
most personalised medium an advertiser
can use to reach a consumer. Combine that
with multiple options to be precise with your
targeting, you have a powerful tool that can
be effective for:
Brand Awareness
•

Consideration

•

Acquisition

•

Mobile naturally compliments
advertising across other less personal
branding mediums like TV and OOH.

holiday, playing games or purchasing a product.

*Source Google/Kantar Q4 2019
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WHY MOBILE?

Source:
'What we know about Mobile marketing
WARC Best Practice’, March 2020;
Global consumers spend 800 hours a
year on Mobile - WARC June 2019;
Nielsen CMI Fused Q2 19- Q1 20 April
2020
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WHY MOBILE?

MOBILE PLAYS A SIGNIFICANT ROLE WITHIN
THE CONSUMER PURCHASE JOURNEY
•

Reach consumers at the right place right time

•

Mobile can be personalised and contextually relevant

•

84% of marketers agree that Mobile plays a significant role in
purchase journey

To what extent do you agree or disagree that;
‘Mobile plays a significant role in the purchase journey of our typical
consumer’ n=617
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Source:
What we know about Mobile marketing WARC Best Practice, March 2020
The State of the Industry: Mobile Marketing in EMEA 2020
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WHY MOBILE?

MORE TIME SPENT ON MOBILE
IN THE NEW COVID WORLD

Percentage of New Zealanders who say they’re spending more time
using a Smartphone since the start of the Covid-19 outbreak

•

Half of New Zealanders say they have increased their time spent on
Mobile over the Covid 19 outbreak.

60

•

Mobile can help businesses that have been affected by Covid-19
connect and engage with customers digitally while maintaining social
distancing.

50

With the growth of Mobile usage there is an opportunity for brands
turning their focus to building an e-commerce footprint, which in turn
will provide more opportunities for Mobile marketing.
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•
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Source:
GWI Coronavirus Research July 2020
Question: Which device(s) have you been spending more time using since the start of the
coronavirus / COVID-19 outbreak? Smartphone / Mobile phone
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MOBILE FORMATS PLAY A ROLE ACROSS THE ENTIRE SALES FUNNEL

AWARENESS
DISPLAY

NATIVE

Brand Awareness
Reach

CONSIDERATION
RICH MEDIA

AUDIO

Traffic
Engagement
App Installs

Video Views
Lead Generation
Messages

CONVERSION
VIDEO

SEARCH

Conversion
Catalog Sales
Store Traffic

CLASSIFIED AND DIRECTORIES
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HOW CAN MOBILE BE
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MOBILE DISPLAY

PREMIUM IMPACT
DISPLAY

STANDARD MREC
DISPLAY

320X50
BANNER

The ubiquity of Smartphones
means Mobile is the fastest and
most convenient route online
for most consumers. Mobile
Display gives advertisers the
opportunity to reach
consumers throughout the
customer journey with the
benefit of being personalised
and hyper targeted with the
overlay of audience and
location data.
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MOBILE NATIVE
Native content and in-feed
advertisements are designed
and optimised for the Mobile
experience. They are designed
in such a way to match the form
and function of the surrounding
editorial content experience.
Consumer engagement of
Mobile native ads can be
increased applying
personalisation and location
data resulting in greater
conversion and campaign
effectiveness.
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MOBILE RICH
MEDIA
Rich media is ideal when brands
are looking to engage a user
beyond the standard click
metrics. There are a range of
innovative and engaging
formats available that improve
the user experience. This could
include multiple calls to action,
dynamic messaging customised
to users. These can help
increase awareness,
consideration and dwell time.
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MOBILE VIDEO
New Zealand video viewing
habits are changing as more
consumers seek access to
diverse content throughout the
day on their Mobile devices.
Mobile can extend, deepen and
personalise brand storytelling
across the customer journey,
and there are a variety of Mobile
Video formats available –
banner, interstitials, native ads,
in-stream (pre-roll) and
outstream Video. Due to the
nature of the format, the visual
and audio appeal, Video is one
of the most engaging Mobile
placements available. According
to WARC*, on average 50% of
Mobile budgets are allocated to
Mobile Video in 2020.

*WARC The State of the Industry: Mobile Marketing in APAC 2019
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MOBILE AUDIO
New Zealand video viewing As
more consumers migrate to
digital audio streaming services
every year, Mobile has become
the fastest growing device
people use to listen. Audio
offers brands the opportunity to
create mass reach and
awareness through guaranteed
impressions. Audio can also
assist in the consideration
phase and reach a targeted
demographic with a relevant
message at the right time.
Audio impressions are available
across live station streaming,
custom stations and podcasts.
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MOBILE
CLASSIFIED AND
SEARCH

SEARCH

SHOPPING

E-COMMERCE

There are a vast amount of
options when it comes to
Search. Search ad formats can
range from awareness with a
standard paid Search listing all
the way through to dynamic,
audio and Video. It can also
drive conversions with ecommerce and shopping as per
the examples above. Not only is
Mobile a high reach platform it
also drives high consumer
engagement with 65% of all
paid clicks coming from Mobile
devices and delivering a 1%
greater CTR than Desktop*.

*Source: Statista 2020
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MOBILE SOCIAL
Dependent on your campaign
objective Social has multiple
targeting options and formats
that will assist with awareness,
consideration and conversion.
Due to the nature of Social, the
formats all tend to have a native
feel but can also include video,
rich media and direct response
ecommerce options.
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TARGETING AVAILABILITY IN MOBILE ADVERTISING
TARGETING

BENEFITS OF MOBILE DATA OVER OTHER DATA

USE CASE - EXAMPLE

AUDIENCE

Granular data available on Mobile users

Movie Studio targeting a Millennial audience via movie apps who
spend more time on Mobile than Desktop

LOCATION

Proximity targeting to a granular level available only through
publisher lat / long data

Retailer targeting a group of stores using Points of Interest
targeting for a highly relevant audience

DEVICE
BEHAVIOUR

Behavioral audience targeting based on the devices behaviour at
multiple locations and frequency

Health and Fitness, device seen at Health Food Shops, 2 times or
more a week at the gym, sports club. Health and Fitness apps on
their device.

DEVICE INFO

In-app or Browser / Model / Type / Service Provider targeting
available

Telco targeting all Samsung S7 users with newer handset

DAY PART

Time / Day targeting

Airline targets commuters on a Monday morning to inspire them
for their next trip

HISTORIC

Historical audience targeting

The ability to track unique devices that have been seen in a
brand’s physical store in the last 30 days and re-target them at
any other time.
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AVAILABLE CTAS
CTA INTEGRATION

USE CASE – EXAMPLE

TAP TO EXPAND

Automotive client wants users to engage further with ad unit prompting them to ‘book a test drive’ within expanded ad unit

TAP TO INITIATE
SOUND (VIDEO AD)

Movie Studio promotes new trailer and user wants the full experience with sound

SWIPE CAROUSEL

Retailer has multiple offers to showcase in one ad unit

SWIPE TO REVEAL

Travel client promotes offer with swipe to reveal feature

SHAKE TO REVEAL

Retailer promotes special offers through shake feature

TAP TO LANDING
PAGE/ MSITE
TAP TO DOWNLOAD
APP
CLICK TO CALL

Telco targeting new customers with offer

CLICK TO SMS

Retailer targeting Grocery Buyer audience with competition

CLICK TO OPEN
ANOTHER APP
(I.E MAP NAVIGATION
TO NEAREST STORE)

QSR targeting lunch-time shoppers drives audience to nearest store with mapping feature

TAP TO EXPAND

Automotive client wants users to engage further with ad unit prompting them to ‘book a test drive’ within expanded ad unit
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ENGAGEMENT TYPES AND HOW THEY’RE MEASURED

MREC (300X250)
•

Swipe

•

Carousel

•

Scratch to reveal

•

Gyro/Shake

•

Animate gif

•

Video (Streamview and Click to play)

BANNER (320X 50)
•

Animated gif

INTERSTITIAL (320 X 480) AND (480 X 320)
•

Animated

•

Swipe

•

Scratch

•

Video

•

Gamification

SWIPE
Interaction rate (total swipes) and CTR

CAROUSEL
Interaction rate (total swipes) amd CTR

SCRATCH TO REVEAL
Interaction rate (total scratches) and CTR

GYRO/SHAKE
Shake: Interaction rate (total shakes) and CTR
Gyro: Interaction rate (direction user moved phone and any other
custom interactions) and CTR

ANIMATE GIF
CTR only

VIDEO
Streamview or Streamview split (completion rates by quartile) and CTR
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